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State. Are there any others, said he, with au■ i tude position before the House, and the responthenticated commissions given under the seali sibility it threw upon him before God and his thememhe^fr'„e™PNrary rSpeakei? "",°wing gr'^ oftheU-States-Iaddresamyselftovou,
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
New Jersey (producing and not to the Clerk in the Chair, under a
of New Jersey? His own certificate was in countiy. He declared, that in what he had
published every Saturday morning, by
the established form, and was signed by the done on the subject before the House, he had that SrfreWn v 7" acp?rdln§ “ '’T,, la"’ ofl Painful sense of ™y «w11 duty. AfterremindJAMES K. REAIICH.
S„‘7“1'° v?te
tha,T,csl,on- That lhe “8them of »be couree of the clerk, he proOffice on the Mahi-street-opposite the Meeting-House. proper authorities. If there were other gen been
guided solely by a sense of du lShe Co nmtaJiO8efn1hh" HaPPOIn%n.One of “^ed-Now fellow citizens, I am reduced
tlemen
present
with
legal
certificates,
bearing
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
ty, without being in the slightest degree influ Com?nh?pT r FI ■ he
,T *at the to the neceiW of appealing to you. The
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year - the broad seal of the State, then he would be enced by party views. His situation was no hallo
t !°n\Sha be • Ch°Sen by iClerk has said tbat he ™H not Proceed in the
willing
to
be
passed
by.
But
he
could
not
con

Interest W||| he charged on all subscriptions which
vel and unprecedented ; it differed from any
allot. And that after the question on the , call, according to established usage and cusgentleman,
respectable, |Ii omer
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No sent
other case oicontested
of contested election ever presentl7i7that any
J ^¡7
-7 ’ however -^uu^u,
He has -ferred the queSt”a mapaper discontinued, except at the option of the pub- holding any other evidence of election, should | ed to the House, for in this case the certificates HouseIXIlM '!,ave bee'nSe“ied,l,y tl,e'tOmi.- He
has referred the question to a ma
usher, until all arrearages are paid.
H
riouse, He will then proceed to choose a jority of the House, and then refuses to put
be recognised by the House, or force him to I1 of both parties were forced upon him. LJllVUwJ
In
this
I he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
Speaker
for
the
26th
Congress.
be passed by in the calling of the roll. He dilemma, how was he to act ? Was it for him
j that or any other question except the question
chaiX7f '“ <anV adv.erliseme«t beyond the amount
Cries of « No, no 1” resounded from all of adjournment.
could not consent that his State should be thus to act the part of a judge, and decide between
cnajged for its insertion.
quarters, and Mr. Hunt did not press his mo
disgraced on the floor of Congress—that her the claimants ?
bad waited four days with a
tion.
star, one of the original luminaries in the con
fixed determination not to enter into this con
DOINGS AT WASHINGTON.
Having spoken so far, Mr. Garland took
The
debate
was
continued.
Mr.
Hoffman
stellation of the republic, should be blotted from his desk an enormous mass of manu
troversy—and should have persisted in this
out, or dimmed for a moment. If gentlemen script, and holding it up, observed that, with said, they had been contending for the rights i determination, if he had not seen that, under
[From the United States Gazette.]
dispute his seat, and the seats of his colleagues, the permission of the House, he Would pro of men, who brought in their hands certifi the decisions of the Clerk, it would be im
Washington, Dec. 2, 1839.
The “ Ides” of December are come at last! without the form of law, or the seal of the ceed to make his appeal! This was, in other cates as valid as those of any of those gen possible—nay, that the House might meet and
Thank Heaven that all the omens and proph State, he asked has the House any authority words, to read a long concerted, ex-parte ar tlemen who undertook to judge of them;! stay there until doomsday, and not be able to
that the Constitution, that usage, that all pre-^ organize. But members were there under the
ecies of violence and riot, which certain po to pass those members by who held legal cer gument, upon the merits of the case. To do
litical soothsayers have lately so gravely pre tificates of election ? He assumed the position, this, the unanimous consent of the House was cedent, gave them the same right to sit as! injunction of solemn duties, and the first was
dicted to break out on the first meeting of Con he said, that until the House should be duly required. Several members successively rose any others had ;—that none had a right to j to organize in some form or other. He there
nullify the acts ofa sovereign State
that it' fore called upon the whole House to discharge
gress, have so far proved them to be unskilful organized, the certificates of the Governor of and made a few brief remarks, which were
was the right of a sovereign State to declare j that duty, and in the discharge of his duty he
New
Jersey
were
primafacie
evidence
of
mem

augurs, and that the lovers of peace and order
drowned in loud cries of “ Proceed !” “ Ob who were chosen as her Representatives in i
called upon the majority, the 121 members
may be gratified with the intelligence, that the bership, and such would remain, until decided ject!” Order was at length restored, and Mr.
Congress;—to declare it, not merely prima ;
otherwise
by
the
legal
representatives
of
the
the official organ of the Administra
proceedings of the House of Representatives
White got the floor, and in strong, emphatic facie, but conclusively, until the force of that i stated by
.. ...r________
tion to compose
that majority, to organize the
to-day were as fully pacific as one could de people. But the House has no power to de language, protested solemnly against any such
cide this question until a Speaker should be appeal being made by the Clerk. Who was act was spent, and the object of it was ready ; House. He therefore offered a resolution, presire.
As was expected, every nook and angle of chosen. One of the first laws passed by Con the Clerk ? An officer, irresponsible to the to be sworn into office ;—and tbat then, iif- j viously offered by Mr. Graves, which, he said,
the galleries of the House was filled with a gress declares that no business shall be done House and the people. Was it for such a per- <ter the House was duly organized, it was de- lay upon the table of the Clerk—and, like madense crowd of citizens and strangers of both by the House until the members have taken son to arrest the proceedings of the people’s clared by the Constitution to be the sole ; ny others, was there in the limbo of vanity and
sexes, most of whom, I am sure, anticipated the oath prescribed by the Constitution. Who representatives with a long document, drawn judge of the qualifications of its own mem-1 the paradise of fools—because the Clerk had
a regular Hamsburg row to spring out of the then, he asked, has tlie right to declare that and prepared in a caucus the night before ? iPers; that it was a sovereign State which repeatedly said he would not put the question,
made lbe members of the House. And would They could not control the Clerk—he was
very first collision of the inflammable spirits the State of New Jersey shall be erased from He, for one, objected to such lucubrations ?
i
the House now agree to pass a solemn reso-1 there a despot. So he had acted, and so he
composing that body. The crowd and excite the roll ? The members of the House had not
Mr. Wise thought it was high time for the I
fution disfranchising one of the States of this would act, unless they, by the native power
taken
the
oath,
and
they
had
no
right
to
decide.
ment excelled every thing of the kind I evdr
Clerk to explain why he failed in his duty the I
saw around the Capitol. The members, also, He could not consent to submit to such a day before, and hoped members would let. 1Union ? It was the most odious act of nulli-1 which they possessed from the People of the
mustered in full force long ere the hour arriv course as was proposed by the Clerk. The him make his appeal. After reminding the 1hcation thiit ever had been attempted or U. States, set aside all his decisions, and acted
ed of “heating to quarters.” The scene on the question of right, with respect to the election Clerk how he had departed from the line of iheard of. If the attempt of one of the States for themselves,
nullify an act of Congress had excited ai
Mr. A. here gave way for Mr. Graves to read
floor of the Hall was unusually animating; for in New Jersey, had already been decided by duty he was bound to pursue by his oath of to
J
besides the excitement attending the meeting the constitutional authorities, and it must stand office, Air. Wise proceeded to give some pow holy horror in every quarter of the Union,, some letters which had passed between Mr.
together of old friends, after nine months’ sep until the House should be organized, and have erful views of the attitude in which members what ought the attempt to nullify an entire> Garland and himself, on the subject, and then
aration, there was the serious bustle of sundry power to inquire into the subject. The law of ■stood to each other, when meeting to organ State to create ? He cared not how long she-; resumed: In submitting the proposition he had
coteries, with heads close together, evidently New Jersey requires that the Governor and ize a Congress. He argued that the Clerk was to be deprived of her rights ; if it were■ j no reference to the Clerk nor to any opinion
arranging and settling upon the programme Privy Council shall, from the returns of votes was right, when he said he was no judge of but for an instant, he would never consent to1 . of his. He put this matter to the House and to
of what was to be done, and the all-absorb for representatives in the several districts, as the case in hand. In his opinion, neither it. And who was to vote on the adoption of• the majority of the House, and told them that
Were the j no decision of the Clerk could force upon them
ing question that would first claim their at certain and determine who have the largest were any of his compeers fit judges of anoth this outrageous proposition ?
number of votes, and shall give the individu er member’s credentials. They were there in members from New Jersey, who brought , the organization of the House in any manner
tention.
A striking exception to the busy forms a- als thus elected a commission under the great a ministerial, not a judicial capacity—as con their commissions in their hands, or those he might think proper. They had the power
round, was Charles J. Ingersoll. Calm and seal of the State. They have done so, and ventional ministers, to examine each other’s who claimed the seats with them ? No ; ; to set the Clerk aside, but not the power to
immovable as a rock amid rushing billows, sat have given five gentlemen, who now present credentials. The proper tribunal was home there was, there could be but one safe rule to obey his dictates—despotic as was deter
be pursued, and that was, to receive all who mined they should be.
The House, thank
this daring product of usurpation, in the seat themselves before the House? the legal —the States themselves.
brought the legal qualifications, be they given God, was not under the necessity of submit
he had coolly selected, one moment survey certificates. It is ofno sort of consequence now
This portion of Mr. Wise’s remarks was re rightfully or wrongfully, to a seat upon the
ting to them, and he called upon it to set him
ing the members and the galleries, and anon whether they have done right or wrong. If markably forcible and clear, and was suppor
floor, and look into the question of right and aside. He spoke not towards him personally,
fixed upon the manual of the House, which wrong, the House, when organized, (and not ted by reference to the laws of Virginie
^ng afterwards. If the election was ir- but of his acts. He hoped to have no more of
he held in his hand—altogether forming one till then) can decide.
which, in such cases, were akin with the laws I
die House so declare, and turn his agency, at least till he had gone through
He then read the election law of New Jer of other States. He concluded with an earn- (
■of the most striking pictures of ease and as
sey-cited the rule of the English Parliament, est appeal to the House not to go behind the i oi . >se who came wrongfully in ; let it do the process of re-election. He appealed to that
surance, one could wish to see.
At last the hour of twelve arrived, and the and the precedents of the House itself in ca certificates of elections, and above all things, r thing, rather than say that certificates in body as an independent body, and called up
busy Hall was at once bushed into silence, by ses of contested elections—and declared that that the Clerk should at least call the names form of law, granted by a sovereign State, on them to act upon the resolution in any
were to lie nullified by those who sat here manner they chose. If any thought that the
the rap of the Clerk’s knuckles and a polite no case could be found where the regular cer- of one party or other of the claimants.
on no better authority themselves.
Mr. H. New Jersey members ought not to be called,
The discussion now became a little more
request to come to order. Mr. Garland, the !I tificates of election had been rejected by the
The
Clerk of the last session, then loudly announc-ii House.
i
T Clerk
i was bound, he said, by the animated. Messrs. Briggs, Cushing, Jenifer, regretted, as much as the gentleman from let an amendment be proposed, and they would
ed to the House that in conformity with for- I’ .v...
,W of N. Jersey, by the
rule vi
of xmuaiutMH,
Parliament, »6
& and others,^severally took the same views ad-1 Virginia could do, that he was unable to ac* see what the will of the majority was, which
.m, 1U1V
®ier practice, he would call over a list of the j' J.
by j.,xt.
Mr. Wise,
and iu
in ¡aiai
startling
cofo'rs|!
‘I’“'‘ 8an'ieln”"> hul the Clerk had rendered it impossible for them
the "I?";
usage of the House, to call the members 1vanced
.
»»ipu, uuu
iuijg colors
J ™ 10 vole 101 " m®a&- to do in the usual way. The Clerk was re
members of the twenty-sixth Congress. When !irom
Jersey’ . would go as far as any portrayed the extraord-nmy manner in which ,,re „ ¡.¡.J
"uald fca<‘°aK
sponsible for four days wasted in idle debate ;
he had got as far as New Jersey, he called the Iman’ a* a ^’oper tnne’in allowing the ge»tlebut from that time forward the 121 members
nnmo of
nrin^r.1,
/.>____
!___undis I men who dispute the seats, an opportunity to duty ; though there was much difference of
name
Joseph f
F. Randolph,(the
only
States and of the members of this House.
he had spoken of, would be responsible to the
puted Whig member from that State,) and then‘ show that the Governor of New Jersey has opinion as to the propriety of allowing the ap
Mr. Graves of Kentucky, offered the fol people and to the country and to mankind for
stated to the House that the seats of the re done wrong ; but he insisted again that the peal to be read.
lowing as a substitute for Mr. Wise’s resolu any further delay.
maining members from New Jersey were con Clerk had no authority, at present, to pass by The only administration member of note who tion :
In his private opinion the rights of the peo
tested, and as he, did not consider that a ques the members from that State in calling the‘ supported Air. Garland’s request, Was Mr. Van
Resolved, That the Acting Clerk of this ple of New Jersey were at stake, and he did
tion for him to decide, he would, with the' roll.
derpoel, now the recognized leader—at least
Mr. Johnson of Maryland contended that: until C. J. Ingersoll’s fate is decided. This House shall proceed with the call of the not believe that a majority of the House could
pleasure of the House, pass over that State,
members from the different States of the U- !
and finish the call of the others. Instantly was! the Clerk could not be allowed to look either gentleman made a long, rambling, disjointed nion in the usual way, calling the names of say that the five members who had produced
their credentials should be set aside and not
on his feet, Mr. Maxwell, one of the Whig! beyond or behind the certificates of election, harangue, made up of sneers at the di
such members from New Jersey as hold the permitted to vote. He said nothing of State
claimants, who called for the reading of the and he (Air. J.) objected to the Clerk exercis version of sentiment on the matter in hand regular and legal commissions from the Ex- 1
sovereignty or the Governor of the State, but
evidence touching this question, in the pos ing the power of the Clerk, unless he exercised among the Whigs—irrelevent and shallow at ecutive of that State.
of the people. Mr. A. spoke with much elo
it in the manner in which it had been exer tempts to examine the general merits of the
session of the Clerk.
Mr. G. proceeded to advocate this proposi- quence
'
and force on this point and created
The Clerk then read the certificate of J. B. cised by all his predecessors ; that was to contested elections, and sundry inflated, con- tion in a speech of great animation and length. 1
quite a sensation in the House.
Aycrigg’s election to Congress, signed by the say, by recognising those who had presented.i temptuous remarks, upon the absurdity of
Mr. Wise finally withdrew his resolution
Mr. A. said he proposed to put the question
Governor of New Jersey, and stamped with themselves here under the high sanction of placing mere forms and technicalities against and the question recurred on the proposition himself,, and after
... __
__concluded
_
„¡c
he ___
had
his re
,
the
laws
of
the
several
States.
If
there
had
the
will
of
the
people
—
that
is,
the
legal
cer

the broad seal of that State. The reading of
of Mr. Hunt, who made some re narks in j marks> there was much confusion. Mr. Rhett
been
fraud
or
deception,
let
it
be
investigated
tificate
of
the
Governor
of
a
State,
and
a
State
’
s
the certificates of the other Whig claimants
support of it.
j finally proposed that Lewis Williams, the oldat the proper time.
broad, solemn seal, against credentials made
was dispensed with, Mr. Garland stating that
Mr. Underwood followed in an argument in est member, be appointed Chairman, to serve
The
debate
was
then
prolonged
until
the
up in a form unrecognized by law !
Alto- ,
they were of the same nature.
support of the proposition of Mr. Wise as the until the House was organized. Mr. W. ob
Mr. Mercer, of Virginia, next rose, and mov adjournment, at four o’clock, and elicited sev gether the “ taste and temper” of the late Eli '!only practicable mode which appeared to pre jected, and after some desultory remarks by
eral
pointed
speeches,
from
Messrs.
Biddle
Moore, seems to be revived in the person of
ed to have read the law of New Jersey touch
sent itself of extricating the House from the several members, Mr. Rhett substituted the
ing elections. This, of course, was repugnant and Sergeant, of Pennsylvania, and several Mr. Vanderpoel. The only other speaker up- perplexty in which it had been involved by the
name of J. Q. Adams, and put the question
others ; in which, however, there was great this side whom 1 shall notice, was a Mr. Wel
to the supporters
of
the
pretenders,
who
are
rters
I
¡repetition
of the views taken in the opening ler of Ohio, who cannot boast of much of the actol the Clerk. He concluded by saying that himself The resolution was carried appar
well aware 1'
that the said law unqualifiedly !
he hoped that by the hour of meeting tomor ently by a large majority, and when Mr. Ad
makes the Governor’s certificate the test of the of the debate. The two distinguished Penn sagacity of his namesake, illustrious in fiction. row members would be better prepared to vote
ams was conducted to the Chair by several
sylvanians,
particularly,
gave
a
lucid
explana

He
is
a
new
member,
and
an
imitator
of
the
validity of any member’s claims to a seat.
on the question ; and he therefore now mov members, there was some clapping of hands
Mr. Vanderpoel, of New York, (who, by the tion of the merits of the case, showing clearly Gholson school of speakers, that is, he deems ed an adjournment.
m the gallery. During these proceedings there
way, from his restlessness to-day, and other that it was the Clerk’s duty to understand ful it proper to follow up a speech from Air. Wise,
rl he Clerk stated the motion, but, before was much noise and confusion, but nothing
signs, is doubtless to be one of his party’s lead ly the law and evidence of it, and that he was and other searching speakers, with blustering
like intended disorder.
theuicujouis
members,
y ■° the question upon uit iuto me
,
ers,) here rose, and said, that before the law also bound to call the names of the Whig hints of not being intimidated. Suchmenarej*putting
On motion of Mr. Mercer, the rules of the
■was read, the House should be in possession members, if he knew that their certificates set up as a counter-blast to men like Wise, by !t0, occnsion to retract the opinion heretofore last Congress were unanimously adopted for
their party, who are dolts enough to see no advanced by him,
him. that no vote on any ques
ques-
of all the facts, and for this purpose moved were in the proper legal form.
The discussion, on the whole, was tedious difference between the fiery energy of a tion
_tlo,) can be taken
taken until a quorum of
oi members the temporary government of the House.
to have the evidence on the other side next
Mr. Wise then offered Mr. Graves’s resolu
and dull, and excited no great interest, either statesman “prying into abuses,” UA1U.
and the
Less than a quorum
may
read.
LI IV unULI J” !• s ,ecogn>zed.
J
---------./ adtion, directing the Clerk to call the members
in
the
House
or
in
the
galleries.
Of
course,
Shortlvafter
this'J
ourn
,otn
to
day,
under
the
Constitution
;
.
...
meaning
bluster
of
a
bully.
Fv
______
*
Mr. J enifer, of Maryland, significantly asked
y- ‘ but in his (the Clerk’s) opinion no other busi-1 m
t W
a1 7
ay’ callin
g thenamesofthf
the usual
way,
calling
the names of the New
ifthere had been any evidence in the sameform, there was no action taken on either of the gentleman had finished, the House adjourned, i ness can be done without a quorum.
I , 1Sey members who had received the
propositions
before
the
House.
It
is
expected
or rather dispersed, by general consent, such
and of the same nature, presented by the op
TL
iI HT PnmmiSCinnc!
4.1
a whole week will be consumed in the settle being the only way in order of closing their
The adjournment was carried by the voice j lar commissions. Before taking the question,
posite claimants.
the House adjourned.
inent of the matter.
ofa
majority
of
members,
and
the
House
rose
proceedings before organization.
Mr. Rives, of Virginia, hoped the House
In the Senate, nothing important was done.
In the Senate, all was quiet, order, and de
In the Senate, nothing of interest occurred, as quietly as it ever does in the most tranquil
would postpone the whole subject until the
A communication was received from the
spatch.
Thirty-six
members
were
present.
that body having adjourned shortly after as days of the longest session.
call of the other States was finished. He mov
Mr. King was in the chair, as President pro sembling.
In Senate, Mr. Benton offered several reso Treasurer of the United States, which, with
ed to lay it on the table.
lutions, calling on the President, and the Sec Mr. Benton’s and other resolutions offered on
Here, then, were three distinct propositions tern, Messrs. Betts of Connecticut, Tappan of
retary of the Treasury, for information on va Wednesday, were laid on the table.
before the House. First, to have the law of Ohio, and White of Tennessee, presented their
Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1839.
New Jersey read. This was subsequently credentials of election, and were sworn in.
At noon this day the members elect of the rious subjects—particularly for the proceed
After transacting the usual business of organ House of Representatives came to order at ings of the Court of Inquiry and Court Martial
rp.
,
FRIDAY, DEC. 6.
waived in favor of the second, to read the evi
ization the Senate adjourned.
elect•■xwuc
of the House were call
Brant—the names
of JDailKS
Banks 111
in
the call of the-Clerk, who stated that, when on Lieut. Col. uLani-uiv
L1UU1VB OI
i lhe members
,
--------------dence of the other claimants. And thirdly, to
ed
to
order
this
day
by the Hon. John
I
the
U.
States
that
have
suspended
specie
payord
.
er
at
noon
lhjs
da
ï
they had adjourned yesterday, a propositen
postpone the whole matter till the roll was
Washington, Dec. 3, 1839.
mouv. .„vu^ueinuo.i,
UJUI the
me vipi
K ue
’ r tto„ be their
called over.
was under
consideration, that
Clerk
be ! ment-imd also of those that have not-also, ' ^,U1ilcy Adai«s, chosen yesterday
.'m.
vw,*vc*vi
inc gluuiltlB
iw
mu urawj. » wh,,
to
read cia oicii^mciii
statement ul
of the
grounds varæus information xviuiitv
relative to
the
draw- j; Güairrnan
p directed that the journal of the
The result of this day’s proceedings in the jpermitted
Mr. Wise said the last proposition would
- »*11
»
»
•
i».
®
z»
i
zl
■»
4. * —
__ .1
i .•
>i
■.
I
i T1 O*Q fYi fillo
Vw ^.1_____ >k "1
op duties—
—«xuu
and iviauvc
relative to
on me
the ' i.ProceeIyW
days
gone
by
should
-------- --- V,*
LU tolls
LUUS UIJ
us
J’ . the four
----------’------~ B
““*“ '-'J
lead to inextricable difficulties. Who had a House of Representatives, has not brought on which be had acted in calling one of the ' back
!
Louisville
and
Portland Canal. Mr. Walker I
r
f,
’
a?d n was. read accordingly at the
that
body
one
whit
nearer
its
organization,
or
members
from
New
Jersey
and
declining
to
right to vote on it ? Who can find the House ?
The gentleman from Ohio
Clay of Alabama, and Mr. Norvell gave Clerk’s table. Considerable time was occupiNo one could say he had the right, until the the contested election of the New Jersey call the residue. r"' f
notice of their intention to bring in certain • 111 £®ndenng « more accurate, by the offer
call was finished. The Clerk gave as his members an inch nearer its settlement. How (Mr. Duncan) was by courtesy considered as
ing
bills.
ing of
oi four
tour several
several amendments,
amendments, ‘'on
on each
each of
of
opinion, that all proceedings before that was ever much every patriot in the land may have entitled to the floor.
which a vote was taken ; after which
Air. D. yielded for Mr. Wise to submit a
done, were out of order, unless by general prayed for a peaceful adjustment of this mat
Mr. Rhett, of South Carolina, rose and ob
ter, the grossly flat and unprofitable quality proposition, drawn up by one of his col
THURSDAY, DEC. 5.
consent.
served that it was his intention to move that
of so much talk is wearisome enough to make leagues, which was as follows :—
Mr. Underwood being entitled to the floor,
Mr. Hoffman, of New York, next got the him wish that a briefer decision of it, one way
That the Representatives of the ;onTfo r7-7ss7mbhng of^thTmembers,‘offeredj the motion of the gentleman from Virginia,
floor, and eloquently insisted that the certifi or another, might take place, even though it
-ivpxuvidiug
xMcyiMciB,u>ai
uliereLl
Wise’s, originally Mr. Graves’s,) which
Congress of the United States now assembled,; c -------- „ j1”*1 resolution
mt j (Mr.
providing that
the
the Chairman had announced as the motion
cate read gave a perfect right to a member to were attended with a little excitement and
to
relieve
themselves
from
the
embarrass-1
clerk
should
proceed
in
calling
the
roll,
pass!-1 pending from yesterday, be laid upon the tabe called. Were the evidence of the oppos disorder. Still, however, I am happy to say
mentand difficulties which at present ob-jng over those against whom objection was
ing claimants of the same nature, that is, in that there is not the slightest ground for an
was I ble, with a view to enable him to offer the folstruct the organization of the House, will; made as their names were called, and admitconformity with the law, then it would be a ticipation of violence.
lowing, which he read, viz :
proceed, by the acting Clerk, to call the names I ting all against whom no objection was made
fair question which claimants had the right to
Resolved, That the House will proceed to
The ostensible theme of to-day’s discussion of gentlemen whose rights to seats are not! to participate in forming a quorum-said quothe seats. But this not being the case, their evi was the conduct of Mr. Garland, the Clerk,
call the names of gentlemen whose rights to
disputed
or
contested
;
and
after
the
names
;
rum
to
determine
which
claimants
should
vote
dence not being recognizable by the law, the the day previous. As soon as he had called
seats are not disputed or contested ; and after
Clerk had no more right to pass over the the members to order this morning, that gen-, of such members are all called, and before! in the organization of the House. The de- the names of such members are called, and be
I
they
proceed
to
elect
a
Speaker
or
other
ofcision,
however,
not
to
preclude
the
House
Whig claimants than to pass over any other tieman said that the floor was in the posses- I
fore a Speaker is elected, they shall, provided
member. He insisted upon the propriety of sion of Mr. Bynum of North Carolina, who,! ficer, or to organize in any manner, they shall, from investigating and deciding upon, the elec- there be a quorum of such present, then hear
I
provided
there
be
a
quorum
of
such
present,
tion
returns
and
qualifications
of
persons
so
first reading the law, before reading the other however, had waived his right, in order that,
and adjudge upon the elections, returns, and
, hear and decide upon all credentials, certifi- admitted to participate in
i.. the organization, af- qualifications of all claimants to the seats conevidence.
he might make an appeal to the House.
cates
of r
persons
! ter
the House Hau
had uccii
been duly
duly organized.
organized. Mr. tested on this floor
, . or , commissions
T1
t
--------.........claiming
.. .......... & |y*
Mr. William ’Halstead, one of the Whig
No little sensation was caused by this an seats
in the House oi Representatives, under i U. sustained his motion in a long-and forcible
~
at concon*
members from New Jersey, then rose, and de nouncement, and the entire House, with its 1 the Constitution of the United States and the 1 speech, and was fc 11
11 n/i
J r7 Z- • 7Mr.7 Rhett ‘supported
’uppuiiuu the
LUU resolution
icsuiuiion at
, fo lowed by Mr. Randolph of siderabie length, and concluded by moving
manded to have his name called. The only crpwded galleries, was instantly hushed, to ' laws of the respective States.
N
An
;■
.
„ WT
J*ew Jersey, who also spoke at length and with that the resolution offered vesterdav hv thS
excuse for not calling his name. and the names hear what the appeal might be. Mr. Garland, |
gentleman from Virginia (Mr. Wise) be laid
of his colleagues, that had been offered was, ;in a voice displaying some excitement, said York, presented as a substitute the following:
1.**.
x uuuw upon
ui
Mr. Adams then rose and saidFellow
the table;
table; to
to afford
afford him
him an
an opportunity
opportunitv
upon the
that there were other claimants from the same he felt, in all its force, the delicacy of his aiti-I Resolved, That this House will now pro-. citizensand
members elect of the 26th Con- to
to move the resolution he had read.

5 Connecticut,
Louisiana,
Tellers were demanded.
I New Jersey, were the members entitled to
HARRISBURGH CONVENTION.
— New York,
The Chair appointed Mr. Davies, of Penn- vote.
95 New Jersey,
States 11
Wednesday, Dec. 4.
sylvania, and Mr. Dromgoole, of Virginia, to
The Chair remarked, that he had stated on
Michigan,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1839
act as tellers.
■ yesterday, in reply to the gentleman from VirThe delegates met and appointed the Hon.
The question was about to be put upon a- ginia, (Mr. Dromgoole,) that those members , jSAAC c. Bates of Massachusetts, Chairman,
States 5
Whig National Convention.—An aI were entitled to vote who held their certifi- .pro tem^ and tlie Hon..Messrs. Penrose and
greeing to the resolution, when
•
•A ----5th Ballot.
bridged account of the proceedings of this bo
Mr. Dromgoole observed to the Chair that cates according to the Constitution and laws fSwift of Pennsylvania, Secretaries.
com
Harrison.
Clay.
he had been appointed to act as one of thq tel of the United States, and the laws of New Jer- I mittee consisting ol one member from each
dy,—which met at Harrisburg on Wednesday,
10
4 Maine,
lers, and was ready to discharge the duty as sey, and that those persons who held certifi- ' State, was appointed to nominate officers, Rhode Island,
7. 4th inst. and continued in session until Satur3 New Hampshire,
signed him, but desired first to be instructed by cates precisely similar to the member from [Mr. Allen of Bangor was the member of the Delaware,
7 day afterrnoon, 7th inst.—will be found in the
10 Vermont,
the Chair how he was to perform it. He un New Jersey whose name had been called, and ; committee for Maine,] and the Convention Maryland,
23 Massachusetts,
14 1 precediti;
preceding columns. The whole number of
derstood there were ten gent lemen claiming a who had answered, were the persons who. adjourned to Thursday morning at 10 o’clock. Virginia,
42 delegates present on the second day of the
15 New York,
right to seats as Representatives from New , should be counted.
I All the States except four (South Carolina, North Carolina,
Jersey; which of them was he to admit to pass I Mr. Lincoln then moved that the decision Georgia, Tennessee and Arkansas,) were rep Alabama,
30
7 Pennsylvania,
between the tellers ? He was wholly unwilling be entered upon the journal in the words of. resented, most of them with nearly the full Missouri,
3 session was 198, representing twenty-two of *
4 Michigan,
to take the responsibility upon himself of de- j the Chairman, now delivered.
I number of delegates.
21 the twenty-six States. Seven delegates were
15 Ohio,
Kentucky,
ciding between the claimants.
j Mr. Duncan objected, on the ground that
9 present from this State, viz
Mississippi,
4 Indiana,
Messrs. Sam5 i uel Bradley ; S. R. Lyman ; John Neal; E.
Mr. Adams replied (if correctly heard by the the journal might be amended, but that no
Louisiana,
5 Illinois,
Thursday, Dec. 5.
Reporter, for he spoke in a low tone of voice) ’ new matter could be added. A long debate
H. Allen ; R. H. Vose ; Z. Hyde, and G. Pen
that the Chair conceived the rule to be that ensued as to what had been the decision of ’ This has been a busy day in the Conven
States 10
States 10
tion. The Delegates met at 10 o’clock, and
dleton. It will be seen that the votes of the
Scott.
such persons as possessed commissions in con- ! the Chair,
remained in session till lour.
formity with the Constitution and laws ofNew | The rChair
'" ' said
‘1 1he bad -stated
»-.--j that those five i
members were divided between Messrs. HarConnecticut,
The Convention was opened by prayer,
Jersey were entitled to vote as members of the ! persons who held certificates similar to the
New Jersey,
I
rison, Clay and Scott, but after several ballot
House, and no others were 'entitled. This was member from New Jersey, who had been call and as soon as yesterday’s proceedings had
ing« a portion of the friends of the latter ubeen
read,
and
several
members
who
arrived
16
his own opinion : and he expressed it with the ed and answered to his name, were the per
States 2
nited with those of Gen. Harrison and thus
more confidence because fie had openly assert sons who wbuld, in the opinion of the Chair, last night had taken their seats, Mr. Sprague
Some of the accounts differ in some resfrom the Committee appointed yesterday to
his nomination.
We learn thug
ed the same opinion yesterday, immediately be entitled to vote.
pects from the foregoing statement, but they procured
1
Mr. Dromgoole. Certainly that was the de prepare a list of officers, for the permanent agree in stating the result of the decisive 1the proceedings were perfectly harmonious
before this House had placed him in thè sta
organization of the Convention, made the fol
cision of the Chair.
tion he now occupied.
ballot to have been for Harrison 148, Clay 90, .—the minority cordially united with the
Tellers were appointed, and after much dis lowing report, which was unanimously adop and Scott 16.
Mr. Dromgoole said he was ignorant who
(majority in pledging themselves to support
the gentlemen were who possessed such com- cussion
..... — ------------as to who---------should vote, the House de-I ted :
The manner in which the votes of the res
For President.
missions: he had seen none of the papers of( cided against the amendment, 106 in favor,
nominee of the Convention,and cheerfully
pective States were divided, in the above the
1
the claimants, and did not know what they ; and 107 against it—neither of the New Jersey Ex-Goyernor James Barbour, of Virginia« mentioned ballots, does not distinctly appear relinquished
I
personal preferences and sectionwere. Was he’ to admit all who said they had ; members voting on the question,
For Vice Presidents.
in any account of the proceedings which we al
. feelings in order to insure unanimity and
commissions according to the laws of their
Another amendment of the journal was
Messrs. Peters, Conn. ; Hazard, Del. ; h$ye yet seen. We shall probably learn here promote the interests of the party and of the
State ? Mr. D. knew no better how to discharge ! moved, which after much debate was withSidiultz, Pa. ; Owen, N. C. ; Wilson, N. H. : after how many and what members voted for
dis duty as teller than before inquiry of the drawn.
country.—The nomination of Mr. Tyler for
Livingston, N. Y.; Huntington, Imf.; How each candidate.
Mr. Duncan waived his right to the floor in
. Chair.
On Saturday the Convention proceeded to Vice President was made with perfect uard, Md. ; Tyler, Va. ; Metcalf, Ky. ; Barnett,
Mr. Adams replied, but, owing to the loud favor of Mr. Dickenson, one of the contesting
ballot for Vice President, and the committee nanimity.
Ohio ; Bates, Mass.; Marsh, N. J.
conversation which now ¡.fuse throughout the members from New Jersey, who attempted to
reported that the vote of al I the States was for
For Secretaries.
Hall, the first part of what he said was inaiidi- address the House, but opposition was made
John Tyler, of Virginia. Resolutions passed,
It is believed that the result of the deliber
Paine,
Messrs.
Penrose,
Pa.
;
Ralph,
III.;
ble: when heard, he was understood to say ¡ to his being heard. Much confusion en
expressing a unanimous concurrence in the ations of the Convention will be very gener
that it had been stated by the Clerk that the I sued., Mr. Duncan finally resumed the floor, Vt.; Hunton, Mo. ; Lyman, Me.
two nominations, and on Saturday afternoon
Before taking his seat, Governor Barbour the Convention adjourned sine die.
commissions of five other gentlerhen, W'hom j and spoke at great length, in defence of the
ally received with milch satisfaction by all
1.
_ J
-t
4,1—
,1
4- L-»
«-» 4P 4-z-v
I
zv. k» z-1
z-v
4- 1-» z-» trn |-i/l -r 4-vt za 4-*
of the Clerk, and on the validity of expressed bis sense ot the honor conferred
he named, were in the same words with that course
,
who disapprove of the leading measures of
He called for the reading of the docu upon him, in a strain of eloquence that is sel
of Mr. Randolph, whom he had recognised as seals.
¡
The “ Posse Comitatus.”— Some 600 citi the present and past administrations. No
mentary evidence before the , Clerk. Before dom equalled. He assured the Convention zens assembled, pursuant to the mandate of i
a member.
Mr. Vanderpoel took an appeal from the de this was concluded, a question arose as to what of his deterniination to support any candidate the Sheriff, on Monday, and proceeded at 12 ii nomination could have been made which
should be read ; and before the that might be put in nomination by this Con to Clark’s, in New Scotland, about 12 miles !j would better unite conflicting interests,—heal
cision of the Chair, which he pronounced an documents
<
act of usurpation. The Chair seemed desirous question was determined, the House adjourn vention, assuring them of thel:entire confi out, where the main body halted—the Sheriff,I! party divisions—and lessen the influence of
dence he had in the wisdom and patriotism of accompanied by a detachment of about 70 in
of putting a particular set of claimants upon ed to Monday.
local prejudices.
In Gen. Harrison they
It does not appear that any progress what those assembled, and urged upon them the carriages and on horseback, proceeding to
the roll, and having them declared members
in preference to their opponents. He had been ever has been made, in settling any one of the necessity of harmonious and generous action wards Reidsville, a small settlement on the have a candidate for the Presidency whose
placed in the Chair for no such purpose—it questions in dispute before the House, at the on the part of the Delegates, whenever Helderbergs. Near this place, we learn that public servicesentitle him to a nation’s grat
was a gross act of usurpation. (Cries of“ Or commencement of the week ; and there is personal preferences were likely to conflict the Sheriff was met by a body of men drawn itude ; whose talents, energy, sound judgder I” others of “ Go on ! go on !”) It was vir reason to suppose that the end of another with the wishes of the majority of the up so as to impede his further progress, and ment and unflinching integrity have been
tually declaring that the gentlemen from New week will find them in the same position, un people. He said they had not come there numbering, some say, two hundred, and oth
Jersey should vote in their own case, when a less, in the mean time, it shall be discovered after the flesh pots of Egypt, but for a higher ers fifteen hundred—some say on horseback, evidenced in public, and private life—in the
rule of order was staring the Chairman in the that the majority in favor of either does not and nobler purpose—to save their country.
and some say on foot. Be this as it may, the camp and in the capitols of his own state
face which declared directly the contrary. He depend upon the manner in which the con
The whole day was spent in discussing the Sheriff, after a parley, it is agreed we believe and of die nation, and whose political views
appealed from such a decision. Were men to tested election shall be determined.
various propositions which were submitted on all hands, without attempting to force his
and sentiments are such ns to warrant the
be suffered to vote in their own case ? If they
Nothing of importance was done in the for the government of the Convention, in act way, concluded to return, and did return with
were, all he could say was, that it would pre Senate on Saturday. The choice of officers ing upon the nominations for the President the entire posse to the city about 9 o’clock, P. anticipation that, if elected to the high station
sent to the world an unprecedented, and lie of the Senate was to take place on Monday. and Vice President of the United States.
M. This, we believe, is about the upshot of the lor which he is nominated, he will devote
would add, a shocking spectacle.
All these propositions were discussed with renewed attempt of the Sheriff, with the whole himself assiduously and understandingly to
Mr. Rhett read to the Chair the rule of or
much ability by various gentlemen, and fin power of the county at his command, to serve
! the faithful discharge of his public duties—
der referred to, which is in the words follow ARRIVAL OF THE STEAM SHIP LIV- ally they were disposed of in such a manner ‘ certain process.’—Albany Argus.
and that his measures will not only afford aPOOL.
respectively, either by amendments or neg
ing;
The following additional intelligence has
THIRTEEN DAYS LATER FROM ENGLAND.
bundant proof of his fitness for the office, bin,
atives, as to leave only the following, which come to hand through the Evening Star : —
“No member shall vote on any question in
the eVent of which he is immediately and par
It will be perceived from (he extracts which was adopted :
at. the same time, satisfy the people that their
“
At
Ridgeville,
on
the
top
of
the
mountain,
“ Ordered, That the Delegates from each
ticularly interested.”
we give, that not withstanding the news of
’ confidence has not been misplaced.
The Chair replied that the rule did not ap the suspension of payment by the Philadel State be requested to assemble as a Delega 2300 (more or less) of the “Anti-Rent Patri
ply to the present ca&e, because it was not the phia and other banks, the condition
the tion, and appoint a Committee not exceeding ots,” all mounted, having white bands and mot’
When the duties devolving upon the Chief
and
Representatives from New Jersey who were London money market was decidedly im three in number, to receive the views and o- toes, and tin horns, blocked up the road
[
Magistrate
of the United States are delegated
concerned, but their constituents and their proved, and there was also an improvement pinions of such Delegation, and communicate the Sheriff and his friends turned about and
State. It was not these individuals’ own case ; m the Liverpool Cotton market.
the same to the assembled committees of all consulted together, to see if Mr. Van Renssel-. to one w ho will regard the public prosperity
as paramount to party interests—who will reit was the case of their District, and of the
The loan negotiated in Holland by Mr. the Delegations, to be by them respectively laer would compromise.
The town committees gave in their ultima
State of New Jersey.
Jaudon, was not concluded, but Mr. Jaudori reported to their principals ; and that there
‘ gard the Constitution as a sacred instrument,
Mr. W. Thompson, of South Carolina, con continued to pay all bills drawn on him by upon the Delegates from each State be re tum, and declared they would no longer pay
and the Laws as trusts to be executed accord
tended that a member had as much right to the Bank of the United States.
quested to assemble as a Delegation, and bal the quarter proceeds on all sales of leases, or
vote on this question as on any other. When
The Garrick arrived at Liverpool on the lot for candidates for the office of President pay a commutation of $85 a farm for abroga ing to their obvious meaning and not distorted
a man brought a regular commission from his 15th, bringing New York papers to Oct. 25. and Vice President, anti having done so, to tion of that burden ; and also refused to pay to meet his personal wishes or increase Exec
State, he was clothed with all the rights be These papers contained tire news of the ex- communicate the balkA designating the votes the annual tax of 22 bushels of wheat at 11 utive power—who, in his appointments to of
longing to any othbr member of the House ; tension of thé stoppage of banks as far as of each candidate and by whom given, to its shillings a bushel, and the tribute of fowls and
fice, will enquire into the merits, rather than
and though Mr. T. should, in such a case; de Cincinnati.
committee ; and thereupon all the commit a day’s labor, considering it too servile, and
the
terms
of
commutation
(about
$28)
too
the political influence or services, of the candi
cline voting, yet, if these gentlemen chose to
The Morning Chronicle of the 13th says— tees shall assemble and compare the several
vote, they had a clear and indisputable right “ We mentioned some days since that the ballots and report the result of the same to much. The Sheriff and posse returned, and dates—who will subject all public office«
it is hoped, from the intercession of several
to do so.
suspension of specie payments by the Bank their several delegations, together with such
to a strict accountability—who will give
Mr. Stan,ly wished to say a few words in re of the United States, would stop Mr. Jaudon’s facts as may bear upon the nomination, and i distinguished citizens of Albany, that Mr. Van
no countenance to drones, living at the
Rensselaer
will
come
into
some
terms
that
ply to the gentleman from New York, (Mr. negotiation fora loan in Holland for the pres said Delegation shall forthwith re-assemble
Vanderpoel,) who had already, before he had ent. The Times says that, in consequence and ballot again for the above officers, and will be acceptable. The four towns contain public expense and having no other em
been three days in the House, been referred of this, bills of exchange have been presented again commit the result to the above commit 25,000 acres, each divided into 160 acre farms; ployment than that of lauding the measures
to as one of the leaders of his party. The gen to the London agency for a large amount, tees, and if it shall appear that the majority and the insurrectionary feeling involves some of the powers from whom they derive their
tleman had volunteered here as the advocate who declined payment, but 'was enabled to of the above ballots are for one man for candi- 14,000 able bodied farmers. It will not be ne support—and who will confine himself to
of order and decency, and had now undertak get them renewed at the extravagant rate of' date for president, said qommittee shall re cessary, probably, to call out the military.”
the legitimate duties of his office, proposing
en to read the gentlemen from New Jersey a 21 per cent.” “ Since writing the above, we port the result to the Convention for its con
THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE.
no utopian schemes, endeavoring to coerce
lecture on the shocking enormity of voting in have received from Mr. Jaudon a copy of a sideration ; but if there shall be no such ma
Ir seems from the New York Commercial the people into the support of no dangerous
their own case. The Chair, however, had very letter which he has this day addressed to the jority then the Delegates shall repeat the baljustly decided that to vote as to their right to editor of the Times, giving the most unquali lotting until such a majority shall be obtained, Advertiser of last evening, that the last annual or needless experiments—will act as the
the seats they claimed was not to vote in their fied contradiction to the assertion that he had and then report the same to the Convention’ message was such a heavy article in the mar
ket ; that reams of it remained on the hands President of a free people, and not as the
own case, but in the case of their constituents, declined payment of any bills of exchange for its consideration.
whose rights were at stake in this controversy. drawn upon the London agency by the Bank
“ That the vote of a majority of each Del of the New Era publishers, unsold. Having High-priest of a Parly,—then, and not till
Mr.'S. would leave the question of propriety of the United States, and, stating that every egation shall be reported as the vote of that• been kepi up all night in the vain expectation then, may we look for tranquillity, prosperity
to the good sense and conscience of those hill bearing his signature had been regularly State, and each State represented here shallI of receiving the new message, a bright thought a healthy state of public morals and a rapid
gentlemen themselves : but his own judgment •and promptly paid to Messrs. Denison & vote its full Electoral vote by such delegation, flashed upon the inky imps who cluster around that beautiful establishment, in regard advancement in all that can insure greatness
was, that if they declined voting on a question Co’s, banking bouse.”
in the committee.”
like this, they would prove themselves unwor
[They are meeting in State Committees to to the old. Their masters’ backs were scarce & permanency to our republic. Such weennThe Liverpool Journal says, under date of
ly turned upon them, just at the witching didiy believe would be the character of the
thy of the Seats they claimed—it would mani Friday evening, Nov. 15, that the demand night]
hour when it was “ odds with morning
fest to all men that these were not the worthy for American Cotton from the trade has been
measures of Gen. Harrison, if entrusted with
descendants of those’Jerseymen of the Revo very good this week, at gradually improving
Harrisburg Convention.—The Boston which was which”—when the juvenile lucilution whose name would néver die. The gen rates, until yesterday, when in consequence Atlas of Tuesday, gives a journal of the pro fers laid hands upon the heaps of last year’s the highest office in the gift of the people,
tleman from New York was especially indig of large speculative operations, holders ob ceedings of the Convention, including Friday, message, and sallied forth to their morning and we as candidly believe that these views
nant at the thought of the violation of prece tained a full advance of ¿d. per lb. upon the and the Philadelphia and New York papers haunts, crying the message, and selling it as will be heartily' embraced by every intelli
dent which the decision of the Chair would rates current this day week, in the ordinary, of Monday continue the proceedings to the fi the real article. One of the lads, it is said,
gent and impartial voter, who shall calmly
sanction. Indeed! And pray when had this up to fair qualities of both Upland and Or nal adjournment of the Convention, on Satur disposed of twelve dollars’ worth before the
and dispassionately enquire into the charac
cheat
was
discovered,
and
the
sales
stopped.
new-born zeal of his for precedent arisen in leans. To-day there has also been a good day evening. The Convention balloted five
the gentleman’s bosom ? Had not the gentle demand for spinners ; which has been only times, on Friday, for a candidate for the Presi What is more amusing still, is the fact, that ter, qualifications and services of the whir
man been all along raising his roaring voice a- sparingly supplied at the above advance. Im- dency, in the manner prescribed by the reso this antiquated document has gone to Europe CANDIDATE FOR THE PRESIDENCY.
gainst the doctrine of precedent ? Had he not ! ports of the week, 4,727 bales. The sales in lution previously adopted—that is, each State in the packet which sailed yesterday morning.
scouted the very idea of resorting to such a cluding 7009 American and 100 Surat taken represented being allowed the number of votes However, it can make but a small matter of
Congress.—We occupy a large portion of
thing? But now he was shocked—convulsed on speculation, and 800 American and 50i equal to its electoral vote ; and all those votes, difference. The topics to be discussed are
the
same,
and
the
doctrines
will
be
the
same.
our
columns, to-day, with the proceedings of
with horror—at the thought that precedent is Bengal for export, amount to 33,310 bales.
for each State, being reckoned for the candi
to be violated! The gentleman had just re
date voted for by a majority of the delegates The length and quality will also be about the the members elect of the U. S. House of Rep
Boston Daily Advertiser.
same. One document, therefore, will be as
turned from an European tour—he was fresh
present from the State.
resentatives, which, we doubt not, will bo
from the Court of Victoria herself, and was of
A fire occurred at Constantinople, in the ArThe following table shows the result of the good as the other.— Philadelphia Gaz.
perused with much interest by our readers.
course well prepared to lecture us rude Ameri | menian quarter, 15th October, which destroy■ 1st, 3d, and 5th ballots : the 2d having been
Marblehead Rail Road.—The cars begin to Comments in relation to them are hardly ne
cans on the laws of decency, and to instruct ed 400 houses.
the same as the 1 st, and the 4th the same as
the Chair in the principles of order. For one,
The meeting of the French Chambers had the 3d. It will be seen that on the 5th ballot run to-day on the Marblehead branch of the cessary. The case is so plain that it requires
Mr. S. was quite prepared to trust the course been postponed till about the 20th December. Gen. Harrison received 148 votes from 10 Eastern Rail Road, and will continue to run no elucidation, anefthe conduct of the admin
of the gentlemen from New Jersey to them
The President steam ship, 600 horse power, States ; Mr. Clay 90 votes, from 10 States; daily, Sundays excepted, four times a day,
selves. if they voted, it would not be in their colleague of the Queen, will be ready to cross and Gen. Scott 16 votes from 2 States.
leaving Salem at past 8, 1, 4, and 6 o’clock. istration members so outrageous and unjusti
own cause, but in the case of their State, their the Atlantic in April next
The rails on the Eastern Rail Road from fiable that the candid reader, whatever may
First Ballot.
constituents, and the Constitution of their
Salem to Ipswich are all laid, and that part be his political predilections, can regard it
Letters from Saragossa to the 15th of No
Clay.
Harrison.
country. Should they prove recreant at such vember, state that Espartero was rapidly ad
of the road will soon be opened to the public. with none other than feelings of alarm and
4 Maine,
10
a moment, they would be unworthy of the vancing, and that the Carlist forces had in con- Rhode Island,
Boston Daily Adv.
indignation. Regardless of precedents, of
Connecticut,
8
New Hampshire,
7
State
a State,7 whose
------ which
--------ogave them birth«—---------------- sequence fallen back from their position on
3 Massachusetts,
soil, as one of themselves had truly said, had i the river Guadaloupe, on La Cunada. Gen. Delaware,
14
We are requested to state that owing to a the wishes and rights of the people of a Sov
10 Pennsylvania,
30 misunderstanding between the Principal and ereign Slate, the spirit of the National combeen “ drenched to a mire with the best blood I O’Donnel occupied Fortanete and Masguera- Maryland,
Virginia,
23 Michigan,
of her children.”
3 Trustees of the Parsonsfield Seminary—the Lkn*
do, and Espartero was at La Parras.
A___ r -Ïof the
illMole people,
pact, and the •interests
15 Ohio,
-«_
i »
21 sr.hnnl
school is
is snsnpndpd
suspended fnr
for tho
the VV.
Winter jterm.
The debate was further continued by Messrs.
It is confidently asserted that the marriage North Carolina,
the leaders of the administration party,
7 Indiana,
9
Briggs, Granger, Craig, Wise, F. Thomas, of of the Queen and Prince Albert will take place Alabama,
____
Christian Mirror.
Illinois,
5
through an irresponsible officer of the House,
Maryland, Ogden, Hoffman, Vanderpoel, Bid- in May next.
4
States 7
FROM CHINA.
have undertaken to deprive five of the dele
die, and White, of Kentucky.
The Bath Herald records a most diabolical Missouri,
The ship Nantucket arrived at New York
Kentucky,
15
Scott.
Mr, Duncan moved an adjournment until1 act- Twelve miners, (whose names are given)
gation from New Jersey of their rights and
Mississippi,
on
Tuesday
from
Canton,
whence
she
sailed
4 Vermont,
12 o’clock on Monday; which he afterwards employed in the Wells-way pit near Bath,
on the 20th July.
She bringsmo novetties^! Privileges as members, although they present
Louisiana,
5 New York,
withdrew, and the House then, on motion, ad- )vere precipitated from the mouth of the shaft,
however, in the way of intelligence, the state ' as g°°d evidence of their claims to seats as
New
Jersey,
8
journed till tomorrow, at 12 o’clock.
■in the car in which they usually descended to
of matters being much the same as at the date ! any other members, and although it is not
States 12,
103
In Senate, the proceedings were unimnor-1 ‘he.'' Plaoe
hundred andfifty six
States 3
57
tant
1
Jeei below, owing to the parting of a new rope
-| to which the car was attached, and which,
3d Ballot.
Elliott now and then fulminated a proclama- pate froni the 'SQUrce frurn which they por
I during the preceding night, had been malic
Clay.
Harrison.
tion, enjoining his countrymen not to comply ' Port to have been derived. Multiplied a&
In the House of Representatives on Satur iously cut nearly through !! Their bodies
Rhode Island,
4 Maine.
10 with the Chinese regulations. The American have been the acts of arrogance and tisurpa*.
day some time was spent in amending the were so shockingly mutilated that only one
Delaware,,
3 New Hampshire,
7
=t°-t!ary’
i lion thni have marked the proceedings ofrbe
journal.
was immediately recognized. The night be Maryland,,
10 Massachusetts,
14 complied, and the restrictions on their trade
...
,
‘
.
•
c.
Mr. Lincoln “suggested an amendment. He fore, the same rope bore the weight of 3,600 Virginia,
were
in
great
part
removed.
1
acimimstration leaders, since the elevation oi
2.3 Pennsylvania,
30
wished to have stated on the journal, immedi pounds.
North Carolina,
15 Ohio,
21
It is said that the intoxicating preparation of. ^en- Jackson to the Presidency, none mor®
ately after the amendment which had just been
The suspension of specie payments here Alabama,
7 Indiana.
9 hemp, so much employed in Egypt and other emphatically deserve these appellatives.than
on
'made,ff
ie Chair seems to have made a greater uproar in Paris Illinois,
5
Onenta countries, is coming rapidly intense J the high.banded measures nnder considers,
emen from than in London. The papers there appeared Missouri,
4
States 6
91 among the Chinese, as a substitute for opium I .
,
uuuci v
New Jersey who held the certificate under the to think that American credit was ruined for Kentucky,
-for drunk they will get it seems, by one t,on’ and none more ricblJ merit tb® un<lua^
15
Scott.
Constitution of the United States and laws of ever.
Mississippi,
4 Vermont,
7 means or another.—JV*. F. Com.
I fied censure of every patriotic qiu?en.k
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DOINGS AT WASHINGTON.
Jit a Court of Probate holden al North Berwick,
within and for the County of York, on the
Modern Improvements in Surgery,—APROBATE
NOTICES.
Monday, Dec. 9—Seventh Day.
first Monday of December, in the year of our
ïnong those specially deserving the attention
Head
the
following
Card,
The point of order before the House on Sat
At a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick,
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty nine, by
of the public, is the operation for the cure of
urday, was, whether the Clerk should read DR. JVM. EVANS' CELEBRATED SOOTH
within andfor the County of York, on the first
the Hon. W M. A. 11A Y ES, Judge of said
club foot.
Monday of December, in the year of our'
Court:
A new mode of curing this malformation that part of Mr. Duncan’s speech called testi ING SYRUP, FOR ChILDREN TEETHING.
mony in the case of the New Jersey claimants. THIS infallible remedy has preserved hun
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
N the petition of Henry Paul, executor
has come into use within a few years.
dreds
of
children,
when
thought
past
re

The
Chair
decided
that
Mr.
Duncan
was
en

the
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
of the last will of Jeremiah Paul, late
It consists of dividing the shortened ten
covery, from convulsions.. As soon as the Sy
titled
to
the
floor.
Court
:
of York, in said county, deceased, repre
dons, and applying such mechanical means,
rup
is
rubbed
on
the
gums,
the'child
will
recov

The point of order, however, took priority,
DWARD SIMPSON, Jr. named execu senting that the personal estate of said de
as will bring the distorted parts into a natur
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
torin a certain instrument, purporting ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
al position, and thus retain them, until they and was discussed by Mr. Granger and others. cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to
Mr. G. commented upon the character of 1st its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
to be the last will and testament of Edward
which he owed at the time of his death by
become strong and adapted to their new sit
Mr. Duncan’s testimony ar some length. He are at the age of four months, though there is Simpson, late of York, in said county, yeo the sum of seventy-five dollars, and praying
uation.
This operation has been performed by Dr. was ready to hear Mr. Duncan’s testimony no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup man, deceased, having presented the same for a license to sell and convey so much of
B. Smart of this place, the first of the kind | read’ provided other testimony could be read should be used on the gums, to open the pores. for probate :
the real estate of said deceased as may be
we believe in this part of the country, on five !
But this ,was n°F lhe timeJ° S° int0 Parents should never be without the Syrup in
ORDERED—That the said executor give necessary for the payment of said debts and
feet, of this character, since last May. with sue-| !he dls,cussion of that subject, and if the mer- the nursery where there are young children : for notice to all persons interested, by causing a incidental charges:
____ •
J’
its
*o m
its nr
of trip
the pnntrnvprsv
controversy wpi
were
to ho
be nnon
open Cm*
for dis if a child wakes in the night with pain in the copy of this order to be published three
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
cess m every case.
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
Two cases were double, and one single cussion, we should be far into February be ening the pores and healing the gums—thereby weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
fore an organization could take place. Mr. G.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may to all persons interested in said estate, by
club foot.
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, Ac.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at South causing a copy of this order to be publish
The oldest, was a young lady, twenty-eight also spoke of the impropriety of referring the
(ETA severe case of Teething with Summer
years of age, and the deformity so great in matter to a committee of one from each State. Complaint, cured by the infallible American Berwick, in said county, on the first Monday ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
both feet, they being turned inwards and up If such was the case, Arkansas would have Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M’- of February next, at ten of the clock in the Kennebunk in said county, three weeks suc
wards at right angles with the natural posi the same voice as New York, and Delaware I Plierson, residing at No. 8 Madison street, forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
tion of the foot, that the entire weight was and Michigan would also have the same voice ' N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of why the said instrument should not be prov Court to be holden at South-Berwick, in said
j fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the ed, approved and allowed as the last will county, on the first Monday in February
borne on the outer ancle, and top of the foot. in the matter. This surely was not right.
Mr. Vanderpoel, of N. Y. followed in the 1 Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia and testament of the said deceased.
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
She now walks on the soles of the feet, with
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
shew cause, if any they have, why the
but a very trifling deviation from the most debate, and spoke at length upon the popular j ting pain during the process of dentition, being
momentarily
threatened
with
convulsions,
its
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
voice ofNew Jersey. He contended that Gov.
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
regular form of a perfect foot.
bowels were exceeding loose, ¿nd no food could
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
The other two cases were children—one a Dickerson was elected and his friends with be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
December
13.
A true copy,—Attest,
boy, five years of atie with both feet so dis him, from New Jersey. They had the ma ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
torted, that the heels were drawn up, and the jority, and he called upon the member from ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on At a Court o f Probate holden at North-Berwick,
December 6.
feet so turned upward and inward, that his New Jersey to say that it was not so, if he the gums, the bowels in a short time became
within andfor the County of York, on the first
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
weight was borne on the outer edge and could.
Monday of December, in the year of our
Mr. Randolph said that if they had the ma fit. afforded the child,the mother freely sanction
NOTICE.
back of the foot, near the roots of the lesser
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
jority
it
was
made
up
of
alien
votes
illegal

ed
publicity
to
the
above.
Pray
be
particular
in
Y virtue of a license from the Probate
toes. He now walks and runs on the bot
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said
Court for (he County of York, I shall
toms of the feet, with a little deviation of one ly cast, and votes illegally returned from Mill applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING
Court :
ville and South Amboy. It was more notori 1 SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
sell at public auction, on Tuesday.the seventh
foot from a normal direction.
N the petition of Martha Trafton, ex
vertised.
Principal
Office,
100
Chatham
Street.
The last case was a girl ten years of age. ous that they had not the legal majority than
ecutrix of the will of Josiah Trafton, day of January next, so much of the real es
AGENTS.
tate of John Bourne, late of Kennebunk,
Her heel wks drawn up ; and the foot so that they had any majority.
late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
D.
R
emich
,
K
ennebunk
,
M
e
.
;
Mr. Vanderpoel continued, and put other
turned inward, and the toes under and back
representing that the personal estate of said deceased, as will pay the sum of thirty-one
S
’
.
L.
Goodale,
Saco
;
questions to Mr. Randolph, which Mr. R. was
wards, that the weight was borne on the out
deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts hundred dollars. The dwelling house and
James Crocket, Yorioay ;
ready to answer with promptness but lor ob
er and back part of the foot.
which be owed at the time of his death by the land adjoining in the village of Kennebunk
Thomas
Chase,
N.
Yarmouth
;
jections made as to the manner of doing busi
It is now about a fortnight since the opera
sum of nine hundred dollars, and praying port, occupied by Leander Foss, will be sold
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
tion. The foot is in a natural position, and ness. Mr. V. further said in reference to or
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid for a license to sell and convey so much of the at ten o’clock in the forenoon ; and the es
she can bear some weight on it. and is begin ganization :—“ I am willing to stay here for dle Streets, Portland, Me.
real estate of said deceased as may be neces tate in Kennebunk* embracing the salt
six weeks or three months in a state of disor
June 8, 1839.
ning to walk on the sole of the foot.
sary for the payment of said debts and inci .marsh joining Adam McCulloch, the house
and lot occupied by William Cole, and
A new case in this country, is an operation ganization rather than allow the New Jersey
dental charges :
HYMENEAL.
performed by the same surgeon, for the members to vote, believing as I do, that they
ORDERED—That the petitioner give such part of the homestead farm as may be
necessary to raise said sum, will be sold at
straightening of a crooked knee, occasioned have no right to their seats.” Mr. Vanderpoel
MARR IED—In Boston, on Saturday morning notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
by an affection of that joint, with a curvature was about to put another question to Mr. Ran last, by Rev. Mr. Clarke, Mr. William H. S. Jor and to all persons interested in said estate, by two o’clock in the afternoon—sale to be on
of the lower part of the spine, producing a dolph, when
, causing a copy of this order to be published the premises.
Mr. Wise objected to this manner of pro dan,—of the firm of Weeks, Jordan & Co.—to
E. E. BOURNE, Administrator.
contraction of the muscles connected with
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenj
Miss
Mary
B.
Thayer.
Kennebunk, Nov. 28, 1839.
the hamstring tendons, the thigh and spine. ceeding—this manner of bringing in the testi-1 In Boston, on Sunday evening last, by Rev.. neburik, in said county, three weeks succesThe leg was bent at an angle of about 40 rnoiiy. It was irregular, ami ought not to j Mr. Streeter, Mr. Calvin Hutchins, to Miss Hes-■ sively, that they may appear at a Probate Mores,
Hotter
be allowed by the Chair and House.
‘I ter Wentworth, both of this town.
deg., and hail been progressing for five or
Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county,
Hoors^
Mr. Johnson said that he could not longer jj in Somersworth,
______
____ __
_ village,) N. H.
(Great
Falls
«ix years, and for three or four, about as much
keep silent upon the question before the i Elder Ezekiel True'■(d’ Bort^nouth, "tcTMiss Syl-• on the first Monday in January next, at ten
UST received and for sale, uncommonly
crooked as at the time of the operation.
' of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
low for cash or approved credit,
' of..................
Wells, Me.
The boy, nine years of age, underwent the House. He had rather listen than ask a hear- j via M. Hobbs
if any they have, why the prayer of said pe; In Saco, Mr. William P. Banks of S. to Miss! tition should not be granted.
operation, for the division of the hamstring ing, but at such a time and under such cir-1
cumstances he could not keep silent, The ! Catharine Foss of Scarboro’.
among which are the IMPROVED PRE
tendons, Nov. 15thAttest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
In Boston, Mr. Alsorn Garcelon, to Miss EmiMIUM, with luminous front, the LUMIN
A true copy—Attest,
The leg was extended about two inches at friends of the Administration here were aim-1■ ly Leach of Kittery, Me.
OUS CONICAL, the ELEVATED OVEN
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
the operation, and by appropriate mechanical ing to effect an unhallowed purpose—for par
Dec. 5th, by Rev. Mr. Mather,
purposes they had caused confusion here | In tWiscasset,
aw„e|
ROTARY, the JAMES’, old pattern, very
December 6.
aids, it is now (three weeks since the opera ty
r. Lawrence
Jordan of Saco, to Miss Mary’
—prevented an organization and spread dis- i Rice^fVV
'
cheap, OVEN MOUTHS, BOILER DOORS,
tion) nearly straight, and he is able to walk
order through
had trampled
1...vug., the
u.v House. They uau
uau.p,^, .5
Newfield, Mr. Jonathan Knox of Waterbor- At a Court of Probate held at North- Berwick, ASH PIT DOORS, COPPER WARE, for
without pain or inconvenience : placing his
within andfor the County of York, on the first stoves, TIN WARE, at wholesale and re
heel on the ground at every step; being what : both upon the law and the constitution, and iough, to Mrs. ¡Mary Jewett ofN.
Monday in December, in the year oj our Lord tail, ZINC. STOVE GRATES made to
he has not done for four or five years ; during
it. The members from N. Jersey, who had the
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the order.
OBITUARY
which time he could only bring the toes and
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
Governor’s commission were as much entitled
All kinds of work usually done in a tin
ball of the foot to the ground.
Court :
DIED—In this town,, recently,—after a long
to their seats as he was, or as any member
shop executed at short notice and in the most
No case of this operation has been report was who had been returned. The attempt to ) painful sickness,—-Mrs. Susanna, wife of Mr.
ANCY HOBBS, guardian of Nathaniel faithful manner, at very low prices for cash.
ed, that we are aware of, in this country, al deprive them of a power properly belonging i
Hart, agec 59 years.—By this afflictive
Hobbs, minor, and child of George Call and see.
though a number of such have been perform to them was unjust, unconstitutional and un-! ilspeas\l!7.o^Proi.vlduence-.111Jer a^ed PaItner is
Hobbs, late of North-Berwick, in said county,
LEVI P. HILLARD.
ed in Europe.
An Observer.
precedented. If the members from New Jer- i ^'eft
kln? h"" ’
r"
deceased, having presented her first account
Kennebunk, Dec. 7, 1839.
‘
.
-it
11.1
i- ato mother and her acquaintances of a beloved
Kennebunk, December 10, 1839.
sey hnrl any right here, they had an nnquah- j friend. B,„ w|li|e ,elln|M1 her |o
we hum. of guardianship of her said ward for allow-1
ance :
Connecticut.—The Municipal elections fied right, and until the House was organized j hly trust her soul has flown
ORDERED—That the said guardian
no one had a right to question it. Mr. John “ Where tears are wiped from every eye,x and
in this State, during the months of October son said that he was opposed to reading the
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
sorrow is unknown ;
and November, resulted thus: The whigs testimony prepared by Mr. Duncan, or any From the burden of the flesh and from care and ing a copy of this order to be published three
fear released ;
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
prevailed in 76 towns, the Loco tocos testimony in this state of the House. Mr.
Johnson concluded by denying the right of Where the wicked cease from troubling and the zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
in 47, and in 5 mixed tickets were elected.
weary are at rest. ”
that they may appear at a Probate Court
the claimants from New Jersey to their seats.
[CommmzcflteiZ,
to be held at South-Berwick, in said county,
(f^A National Convention of whig young ‘ I deny their claim and protest against it.—
In
Limerick,
19th
ult.,
of
consumption,
Peter
on the first Monday of February next, at ten
My authority is the Constitution of the United
men is proposed, to meet at Washington in States, which certifies how members shall be Folsom, Esq. aged 65 years.
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
In Beverly, 3d, Miss Charlotte, daughter of
May next.
if any they have, why the same should not
returned. Come what may, my mind is made Hon. Robert Rantoul, aged 24 years.
up. I will listen to no compromise—to noth
In Alfred, Miss Ann, daughter of Rev. Clarke be allowed.
HE most safe and effectual, economical
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
(V^We find the following notice in the ing but law—to nothing but right—nothing Cornish, aged 17 years.
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
A true copy—Attest,
In Gardiner, of consumption, Thomas Swan,
last number of the Christian Mirror, publish but precedent. Any other course will be ob
man Constitution that has ever been discov
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Esq. late Clerk of Courts for Kennebec County.
jected to by me, if I am alone.”
ered.
ed at Portland :—
December 6.
In Farmington, Nov. 21, suddenly, Mr. Hiram
Mr. Colquith, of Geo. followed Mr. John
These Pills are composed entirely of mate
To the Friends of Temperance in York County. son. He is a new member, with a loud voice, I F. Murray, son of Mr. John Murray of Dover, Jit a Court of Probate holden at North- Berwick,
rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
N. H. aged 30 years.
Believing that the interests of the Temper striking manner, and attracted the attention !
within and for the County of York, on the ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
first Monday in December, in the year of our
ance Reformation in York County, at the of the House. He protested against the man- i Another Sudden Death.—We learn this morn
or any mineral substance.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
present time, require the vigilance and united ner of doing the business of the House which 1 ing, that the wife of B.ev. Moses Springer (Edit
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex
had
been
laid
down
here
—
against
this
read

the
Hon.
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
efforts of its friends, after having consulted
or of the Wesleyan Journal') died very suddenly,
perimenting with different vegetable medi
ing
of
testimony
and
making
long
speeches
in
Court
:
gentlemen, in many of the towns, the under
yesterday afternoon. She ate her dinner as usu
cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now
USAN CHADBOURNE, administratrix offers bis Universal Pills as best, the most
signed, with their approbation and concur this stage of proceeding. He was anxious to al, and complained a short time after of feeling
of the estate of Elisha Chadbourne, late convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
rence of others, hereby appoint a Temperance act in a manner which should redound to the unwell ; at three o’clock she was taken violently
of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, hav
 for general use ; and in offering them to
Convention, to be holden in Saco, on the se credit of the House and the honor of the ill, and at four she died ! We have not heard
ed
the
opinion
of
the
physician
as
to
the
immediate
ing presented her first account of administra the public he is actuated more by benevolent
cond Tuesday in Jan. in------ at------- o’clock country.
cause
of
this
sudden
and
afflictive
dispensation
Mr. Underwood, of Ky. said he should
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow than pecuniary motives, as the price of the
A. M.
of Providence.—Saturday's Argus.
ance, and also her petition for an allowance medicine will show.
The several societies in this county are re- move the Previous Question before he sat
In Farmington, 6th ult. Mrs. Elizabeth, consort out of the personal estate of said deceased :
specfully requested to send a numerous dele down. “ We have,” said he,“ discussed the
They are mild and pleasant in their opera
question from first principles to last princi of Mr. Stephen Titcomb, aged 90 years and 2
gation to meet in Convention at that place.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix tion, and convey almost immediate convic
months.
She
removed
to
the
place
where
she
ples,
and
gained
nothing.
We
have
convict

give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
bv
caus

M. Emery, Geo. Packard, S. Hopkins, S.
tion of their utility from the first dose. They
JMoody, A. Jones, J. King, W. P. Haines, Sa ed the friends of the Administration of gross died, in 1781, her husband being the first to com ing a copy of this order to be published three can be taken with safety by persons of age ;
mence
a
settlement
in
the
then
unbroken
wilder

inconsistency, and of taking two grounds up
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
co.
ness, and with remarkable fortitude shared with
Daniel Goodenow, N. D. Appleton, C. P. on one question.” When Mr. U. had conclu him, the toils and privations incident to the pion zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
Bragdon, B. J. Herrick, Abial Hall, A. W. ded his remarks the Previous Question was eer settlers of this, now well cultivated and pop that they may appear ata Probate Court to because they clear the system of humors,
put and seconded by a large majority.
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
Fisk, J. Skeele, G. W. Rogers, Alfred.
ulous country.
The main question was whether Mr. Dun
first Monday of January next, at ten of the from whatever source, and invariably produce
Dr. Gilman, Wells.
can should continue to have his testimony
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, sound sleep.
E. Bacon, Eliot.
SHIP NEWS.
if any they have, why the same should not
A. Rankin, Wm. Hight, Lewis Colby, C. read by the Clerk ?—Tellers were demanded,
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme
and the vote was
E. Norton, South Berwick.
KENNEBUNK, DECEMBER 14, 1839. be allowed.
dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
In favor of reading
106
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the
A true copy—Attest,
Against it
101
Ready for sea, 13th, ship Lucy, (new) Mur
stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints,
The North Eastern Boundart.—The
W
m
.
C
utter
'A
llen
,
Register.
So Mr. Duncan was allowed to proceed, phy, New Drleans.
fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com
borderers on both sides of the line seem to be and the Clerk went on with the reading of
December
6.
Brig Cadmus, Gould, Ponce, P. R.
mencement will invariably check their pro
subjecting themselves to some unnecessary the testimony.—The Clerk was reading for
ARRIVED.
At a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick, gress, and save the patient from a protracted
trouble and expense, in consequence of their an hour with no promise of concluding much
Dec. 11—sch. Nile, Grant, Boston ;
within and for the County of York, on the and dangerous sickness. They are invalua
mutual suspicions. We presume neither par before the time of adjournment.
MEMORANDA.
first Monday m December, in the year oj ble in nervous and hypocondriacal affections,
ty has any disposition to make a hostile in
Adv. at New Orleans, 22d ult. brig Horace,
But one interruption took place, and that
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, loss of appetite and all complaints to which
road at present. Yet the British authorities from Mr. Proffit of Indiana, who objected to for Trieste, soon.
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge females alone are subject. They operate as
have thought it necessary, inconsequence of reading testimony which had been added on
At New-Orleans, 23d ult. York, Merrill, for
of said Court:
a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and
hostile minors from the Maine boundary, to Saturday to the mass of prior testimony in Cowes, next week ; Nimrod, Chadbourne, Mar
TTYANIEL GOULD, Jr. guardian of Daniel certain remedy for worms in children.
seilles, Idg.
station a regiment of regular troops, the 11 th, the possession of the Clerk.
Gould, a person non compos mentis,
1 might publish a volume of certificates
Ar. at Boston, 12th, ship Propontis, Wise, Ca -1-/
at Temisquata Lake, for the winter. They
Mr. Adams allowed any thing to be read
ot Berwick, in said county, having presented but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine
might as well have been suffered to occupy belonging to the subject, believing that to be diz.
Cid. at Wilmington, 29th Q’.t. Perseverance, bis second account of guardianship of his said will recommend itself to all who will make
more comfortable quarters at Quebec or St. the decision of the House.
Burnham, Havana.
ward, for allowance :
trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
John.
UNITED STATES SENATE.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
These Pilis are put up in neat boxes of
On the other hand, if the information in the
The Senate engaged in no public businotice to all persons interested, by causing a two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
following letter, published in the Woodstock ness to-day. The two highest officers attach
DR. CHARGES MURCH, copy
of this order to be published three price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
Times, and a similar statement in the Quebec ed to the body were, however, elected and
KENNEBUNK,
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga pills, price 25 cents.
Gazette be correct, the guardians of the rights sworn in.
ROOMS AT THE MOUSAM HOUSE, zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for
of Maine, have very unnecessarily burnt one
Judge Height was re-elected Sergeant-atof their blockhouses, to prevent its falling in Arms, and Asbury Dickens, Secretary of the TENDERS HIS SERVICES TO THE INHABITANTS that they may appear at a Probate Court to be the above pills in the United States—of
held at South-Berwick, in said county, on the whom they may he had in any quantities, at
to the possession of the enemy, and concen Senate. Both officers were unanimously re
OF THIS VILLAGE AND VICINITY.
first Monday of February next, at ten of the No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
trated their forces upon another, higher up the elected.
Kennebunk, December 6, 1839.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
river. The following is the letter from the
Mr. Beal, of this city, was elected Door
they have, why the same should not be of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Times, dated—Boston Daily Adv.
TO
LET,
keeper upon the third ballot. The vote was
allowed.
Aug. 24, 1839.
eoply
WO ROOMS over Mr. Phineas Stevens’
20 and 8. There were several candidates.
Madawaska, nov. 25, 1829.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
shop—very convenient for a Tailor’s
fg^HOMAS’Farmer’s Almanac, calculated
I have this day received the news that the
A true copy-—Attest,
It
for the State of Maine, for 1840
by
shop or a Lawyer’s office. Apply to
TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Americans, supposing that our government
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ALEXANDER WARREN.
The rumor of the capture of the town of
December 6.
the 1000, 100, dozen or single copy.
intended sending troops to occupy their block
Kennebunk, Dec. 14,1839.
The American Almanac, and Repository
house, very coldly sent up a party of three Matamoras by the Texan troops under Col.
ALFRED ACADEMY.
of Useful Knowledge, for 1840.
men and burned their strong building to the Ross, is confirmed by a letter published in the
GROSS
Partridge
’
s
Leather
Preserva

The Cultivator’s Almanac, and Cabinet
HE Winter Term at this Institution
ground—saying at the same time that if the New Orleans Louisiana Advertiser, and dat
tive, this day received—for sale by the
will commence on Monday, the 16th of Agricultural Knowledge, for 1840.
red coats wanted block houses, they might ed San Antonio, Oct. 25th.
dozen
or
single
cannister
by
For sale by
D. REMICH,
of December next. Instruction will be given
build them themselves, at their own expence.
D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1839.
in the various branches usually taught in
The building destroyed is 9 miles up the Fish
City Election—Boston.—The annual eKennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Academies, by Mr. G. P. Jefferds, who
River.
lection for the choice of Mayor, Aidermen,
now has charge of the Institution, and has
A few days since, an Engineer Officer ar Common-Councilmen, &c. was held in Bos
Bass Viol and Violin Strings performed the duties of Instructor with fidel
rived here from Quebec, and after a short ton on Monday last.
Jonathan Chapman,
rip HOSE indebted for papers, of whom
ity and success.
stay returned.
Esq. (whig) was elected Mayor, by a majori
I..
we have engaged to take Sea Weed,
N. D. APPLETON, Secretary.
FRESH lot of Bass Viol and Violin
The Quebec Mercury in stating the same ty of 1320 votes over Sumner (V. B.) The
are informed that a few loads will he receiv
Strings, of superior quality, this day
Alfred, November 16, 1839.
fact, says that the Americans have erected a- entire whig ticket for Aidermen was also
ed, if hauled soon, at two. dollars per cord.
received—for sale by
ijotber and very strong block house, a few chosen. The whigs likewise succeeded in
JAM HS K. REMICH.
LACK SAND,—by the peck or smaller
D. REMICH.
miles higher up the Fish river, which is oc electing a decided majority of the CommonKennebunk, Nov. 9> 1839i
quantity,—for sale by D. REMICH.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11,1839.
Councilmeu.
cupied by about 20 men.
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IMPORTANT!

HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION IN

NEW GOODS.

A PLEASANT REMEDY Pop

T

which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
HE subscriber has just received an ad
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satis 
certain state of the mind accompanied
[From the Philadelphia Saturday Courier.]
dition to his former stock, consisting factorily demonstrated by the increasing de
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are of Broadcloth ; Plain and Ribbed CassiSTANZAS.
mand for them in every State and section It has now been known for years thn»
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
meres and
Sattinets ; French, English
ALBION CORN PLASTER 4 '
There are hopes that ne’er will wither,
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient and German Merinos; Black and Colored of the Union, and by the voluntary tes
There are thoughts that ne’er will die,
FFORDS immediate relief, and effeei,
medical writers supposed this disease to be Alapine ; White, Colored and Figured Flan timonials to their remarkable efficacy which
Though the heart be light as ether,
a certain cure for Corns. By its J
confined to those particular regions of the ab nels ; Highland and Edinboro’ Shawls ; a are every where offered. It is not less from
And our joy is beaming high ;
domen, technically called hypochondria, good assortment of English and American ! a deeply gratifying confidence that they are plication according to accompanying dirP*
For that fire that burns the bosom,
which are situated on the right or left side of Prints ; together with most kind of articles the means of extensive and inestimable good i lions, the Corn is softened, Attenuated
Kindled on Love’s sacred shrine,
among his afflicted fellow creatures, than
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo wanted from a variety store.
Gloweth ever, and its blossom
| drawn out by the roots, without the
!
from interested considerations, that the pro
Never ceaseth bright to shine.
chondriasis.
! pain, or any of the trouble and danger? '
—also—
prietor of these pre-eminently successful
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal
A good assortment Hardware and Cutlery. medicines is desirous of keeping them con tending the hazardous and ineffectual
'
Age and woe may dark surround us,
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
—also—
But its flame is raging still ;
j
stantly before the public eye. The sale of tice of extracting the Corn by mere
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas
Gentlemen’s Calf and Thick Shoes'; Boys’
Even as its sorrows found us.
Tne following instances, from manv
.
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal Thick Brogans; Gentlemen’s Calf Boots ; every additional box and bottle is a guaran
Glow they e’er against the will.
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing ■ Thick Boots ; Ladies’ Kid Walking Shoes tee that some person will be relieved from a ers of a similar character, sufficiently alt
Pleasure shows her features merry,
the attention upon any subject of importance j and Slippers ; Ladies’ Red Lined Shoes— greater or less degree of suffering, and be to the superior efficacy of the Albion
'
And we seek her lovely smile,
or engaging in anything that demands vigor i a superior article, together with a good as improved in general health ; for in no case Plaster:
Sadden’d thoughts and cares to bury,
of
suffering
from
disease
can
they
be
taken
%
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be sortment of Children’s Shoes—Leather and
Where enchanting eyes beguile.
Mr., Farrar, of Boston, was a number ,
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel Kid,—all of which can be bought for Cash in vain. The proprietor has never known
AND
years
distressed
by
a
very
painful
Corn
barf
But a stronger flame is giving,
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a or approved credit on very favorable terms. nor been informed of an instance in which
' PUSUISHEO I
For though blooming belles are there,
they have failed to do good.
In the most applied every thing recommended with out '
total derangement of the nervous system.—
One sweet voice, like harp of Heaven,
PORTER HALL.
JAS
obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as effect, and was rendered a perfect crin.i !
The
mental
feelings
and
peculiar
train
of
On applying this Plaster he' „8'
! jfficeonthe Mai
Sounds not in its magic fair.
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
chronic
dyspepsia,
torpid
liver,
rheumatism,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
We may ride the peaceful billow,
TERMS of
asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos cured oi his corn, and freed from his lamJ
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
Gliding o’er the chrystal deep;
Commisssosiers5 Wotice.
-fWodollars pf
tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous ness.
versity. The wisest? and best of men are as
Fairy visions haunt our pillow,
HE subscribers, appointed by the Judge
Itteresi will be '
swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
Flitting round us as we sleep.
open to this affliction as the weakest.
of Probate for the County of York,
A Gentleman of Greenfield was years if • main unpaid
all other chronic affections of the organs and
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Commissioners
to
receive
and
examine
ail
the
dieted with a very painful Corn, and Wi)j aper discontinu
Tempest winds may lash the ocean,
treatment are to remove indigestion and claims of the several creditors to the estate of membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
»her, until ail a
Liquid billows beat the shore ;
cured
by one box, after every other n]aster
1’he publisher
and permanency which few persons would
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
RlCH A RD THOM PSON,
But the heart, in its emotion,
■iv error in any
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, theoretically believe, but to which thousands had been tried to no purpose.
Never ceaseth to adore.
parged
for its ii
In
Mr. Cutler, of Boston, was cured of
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con represented insolvent, hereby give notice that have testified from happy experience.
Age may bind its withered flowers,
colds
and
coughs,
which,
if
neglected
su

troublesome
Corn
by
one
box.
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care-jj they will attend for that purpose, at the office
Life may sweep its current slow.
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa of William B. Sewall, in said Kennebunk, on perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
But the heart is gay in bowers,
Certffeate.-To those afflidP(J
Where the love of youth will glow.
mild aperient.
We know nothing belter the last Mondays of December, February and lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, Corns on their feet, I do certify, that 1 hiVP
lyricultur
these
medicines,
if
taken
but
for
three
or
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Win. April next, from one to four o’clock in the af
used the Albion Corn Plaster with cun
5S it regards (
There are hopes that ne’er will wither,
four
days,
never
fail.
Taken
at
night,
they
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer ternoon of each of said days
and that the
plete success.
Before 1 had used one box’ freiich natur
There are thoughts that ne’er will die :
tain in their operation.
The bowels being term of six months from the fourth day of so promote the insensible perspiration, and
Age and death may round us gather,
it cured a Corn which bad troubled me f(J great agent of
so
relieve
the
system
of
febrile
action
and
once
cleansed,
his
inestimable
Camomile
November instant, is allowed said creditors
Love is through Eternity.
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti for bringing in their claims and proving their feculent obstructions, as to produce a most many years. I make this public for the ¿agree to the
delightful sense of convalescence in the benefit of those afflicted with that painfnl h state «(««■‘ci
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and debts.
~ FAILV1 FOR SALE.
morning; and though the usual symptoms complaint.
(Signed,;
without dispute have proved a great blessing
WILLIAM
B.
SEWALL,
?
Comimsprosperity or
Y virtue ofa license from the Probate
ofa cold should partially return during the
to the numerous public.
DANIEL
REMICH,
y
sioners.
tries have the
r. ,.
T
WM.SHAW.
Court, for the County of York, I shall
day,
the
repetition
of
a
suitable
dose
at
the
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
r lushing, Long Island, Feb. 28.
the degradatii
sell at Public Auction, on the premises, on
next hourof bed-time will almost invariably
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this
f
Price 50 cents a box, with direction*.) wade barren ;
Tuesday, the twenty-fourth day of Decem
effect permanent relief, without further aid.
enviable distinction, lor whilst no medical au
"
ber next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the
India, Egyp<’
thority in existence condemns it, every medi npHE subscriber earnestly requests all per- Their effect upon fevers ofa more acute and
DUMFRIES’ REMEDY FOR THE
farm of the late Abner Fisk of Wells, with
Mount Atlas
sons indebted to the estate of Elisha violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it -ia lot of outland, called Booth by Swamp,
CT’PII.ES !
fthey now are,
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, Chadbourne, late of Kennebunk, to make ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
subject to widow’s dower.—Said farm con
U^New case of a Cure.
retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
country of sc
tains about one hundred acres ;—with a hand and that the latter should do so in opposition payment prior to the first day of January of the most alarming kind, will awake with
Boston, November
to their personal interests, must be attributed next. After that date he will be under the
flfignorance <
some growth of wood, pine timber, &c.
the
gratifying
consciousness
that
the
fierce
SIR
—
The
Pile
Ointment
and
Electuary
|y recognize!
The tillage land and pasture are of the best either to their candor and love of truth, or to necessity of leaving all accounts remaining enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
I lately had of you, has had an excel meats of the c
quality. The house and buildings are in their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob unadjusted with an Attorney for collection. sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
THOMAS LORD.
lent effect. I have been troubled for years bor to the eai
good condition.—The dower will be sold if servation, and the testimony of thousands.
turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
Kennebunk, Nov. 9,1839.
desired.
to man ; all vi
ral inflammations, however critical, will yield with the Piles, and have never found any
his
Camomile
Tonic
Pills
will
cure
all
dis

I shall also sell, at the same time, a good
traveller who
—the former to small and the latter to large remedy that would compare with yoorj
farm horse, waggon, sleigh and harness ; one eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
.NOT
WE.
renown, finds
mits that they will not. He lays no claim to HPHE subscriber having contracted with doses of the Rife Pills ; and so also hyster 1 be late attack was a severe one, but the
cow and spring calf, and one pair of sheep.
ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless relief was almost immediate.
I take g^t
that crowned
the
discovery
of
the
“
Philosopher
’
s
Stone,
”
A
the
town
of
Kennebunk,
to
support
ELIZABETH FISK, Administratrix.
and wishes nobody to believe that he sells the poor of said town for one year, hereby ness, and very many other varieties of the pleasure in communicating this to you, for
vests reaped I
Wells, November 21,1839.
Neurotical
class
of
diseases,
yield
to
the
effi

the benefit of any who may be suffering’l)n.
the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
eroiis flocks t
of the Phenix Bitters.
Full directions der so painful a disease.
T.
ed rocks &st<
TRI-WEEKLY JOtlRlVAE. does believe, and he can prove, that in debil vision for them, and hereby forbids all per cacy
for the use of these medicines, and showing
EVERANCE & DORR will publish a ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
Mr. Kidder.
a miserable
their distinctive applicability to different
diseases
ofall
kinds
;
in
weakness
of
the
di

paper three times a week during the
of said town on his account or on account of complaints, accompany them ; and they can
The original letter may be seen at the
several views
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions the town, as he will pay no bill for their
ensuing Legislature, at One Dollar for the
be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 Counting Room of the Proprietor.
gone. Thus
session. It will contain the Legislative pro whether of the lungs or the liver; in the support.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
(fT5’! he Proprietor of this Medicine rec rule not onh
Broadway,
where numerous certificates of
Kennebunk, April 11, 1839.
ceedings as usual, and the most important of dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
their unparalleled success are always open to ommends it with the fullest confidence as
whole cotnili
the annual reports and other documents. purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es
inspection.
"notice.
one of the most valuable remedies yet dis
but it dries u
Also the proceedings of Congress, which at pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
(tr
’
All
post
paid
letters
will
receive
im

covered, for the cure of (he painful ain| de.
the ensuing session will be of unusual in ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev HPHE subscribers having contracted with mediate attention.
the natural ri
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease -aterest.
bihtatmg complaint of the Piles. Redeems
the town of Kennebunk port to sup
Sold
wholesale
and
retail
by
WM.
B.
wliich
is
brought
on
by
intemperance
;
in
port the poor of spid town for one year from
The extraordinary condition of the finan
it unnecessary to publish any- other than
cial affairs of the State—the adoption of the the wretched horrors of mind and body which the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice MOFFAT, 367 Broadway New York. A the foregoing testimonial in its favour. The
The Mid
liberal
deduction
made
to
those
who
pur

accrue
from
occasional
inebriety
;
loss
of
ap

that they have made suitable provision for
Revised Statutes if they shall be completed—
remedy has more perfectly answered the
lends to pro
the subject of our N. E. Boundary—the prop petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the their support, and are ready to fulfil their chase to sell again.
purpose for which it is intended, than any
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
is equally ap
osition to take the Bank tax from the Schools head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and contract in every particular.—All persons are
The Life Medicines may also be had of other now in common usp, and affords wwlich man is
& use it to pay the State debt—the imposition uncomely complexions, caused by the bad therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
in every town diate and permanent relief, both from die
health—the v
of a heavy State tax — the provision for a new slate of the fluids—in all these cases, and in said Paupers on our account, or on account of the principal druggists
valuation—the choice of County officers by others mentioned in the bills of directions the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not throughout the United States and the Cana disorder itself, and its accompanying symp exalted static
the People, and many other subjects which given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, pay any bills of their contracting, of any name! das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe toms of pain in the loins, vertigo, headache,
posures to ti
must come before the Legislature, will make that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to ! nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of loss ofappetite, indigestion, and other marks
station dept h
John
Moffat
’
s
signature
is
upon
the
label
for
it desirable to every citizen to be well in terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT give notice that we have contracted with
of debility.
a man regai
formed of the doings of our public servants ; FA.M1LY PILLS, (the best known) which Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
7 he remedy is quit? innocent, and may
good. It is
and as we almost every year make a sacrifice are sold with them, will effect immediate re services to the poor for the year above nam
mO THE AFFLICTED!
DR. RICH- be administered to all ages and both sexes,
stations, whei
of individual interest in publishing an extra lief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial ed.
JOHN HUTCH INS. 3d.
-t.
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine Plain and ample Directions, with ack-scrip,
to be arrogati
paper, we must rely upon our friends to aid a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Bitters,
for
the
cure
ofall
those
prevalent
tion of the complaint, accompany each
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
us in getting a list of subscribers this year, a doubt by daily testimonies which would
vious; nett he
diseases,
called
Dyspepsia,
Jaundice,
Bilious
be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
large enough to pay the cost.
package, which consists of two boxes, one
nor stinted ol
or
Liver
Complaints,
Dizziness
or
Head

NOTICE.
Any person who will procure six subscri EVANS can conscientiously request confi
pressed with
ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking, containing an Ointment, and the other the
dence.
bers, and send the money in advance, can
HE Schooner GRAPE will Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness, Electuary. Price $1 for both articles and
power, nor a
Other
and
more
conclusive
demonstrations
have the seventh for bis compensation.
sail from Perkins’ wharf, Piles, and all general derangements of
50 cents where but one only is wanted.
ing sense of I
in Kennebunk-port, and from the
Payment in all cases required in advance. of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
lie. The pe
T. in Boston, as a regular Pack
This will be equally convenient to subscri Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
stomach and bowels, which have been just
iff3A CERTAIN CURE FOR THE
are said to b<
bers, and save us much trouble and expense submitted by the following important and ex et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”—
traordinary cures effected by their highly and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
in collecting.
too great stra
These Bitters have proved a certain and
When convenient, we would thank those medicinal qualities—all of which may be Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
periors, from
speedy
remedy.
They
preclude
the
necessi

fT^HIS filthy, infectious disorder, be it
holding subscriptions, to forward the names seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. and weather permitting. For Freight or
But here we
ty
of
using
Pills.
Dr.
R.
considers
it
unne

100, Chatham st. One or two of these he Passage apply to the store of D. & g. Ward,
and money, by the 25th of December.
ever so inveterate, may be cured in
excess. It is
cessary to publish a long list of puffing re -a_
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina Kennebunk-port, or at the T, in Boston.
Augusta, Nov. 4, 1839.
commendations upon which the merits of one hour’s application by the use of
that individu
ting public.
__ ___________________ D. & S. WARD.
DUMFRIES’. OINT MENT.
many advertised medicines depend.
as the grade
’THRICE WEEKLY ACTE.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
It is unrivalled for the pleasantness,ease,
TO PURCHASERS.
cause the wi:
•/W W-WM
: They CAUTION
HPHE publishers of The .Age propose to is- thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer for sev
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
are put in Flat Bottles, with the expedition, safety and certainty, with
ting the pov
sue a paper three times a week during the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She JUST received, by the subscribers, a quan
following words blown in the glass “ S. O. which it produces a perfect cure of this dis
tity of Goshen Cheese, of good quality.
the next session of the Legislature.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
dition ofindi
Richardson
’
s
Bitters,
South
Reading,
Mass.
”
It will contain, in addition to the report of ness across the stomach, shortness nfbreath, and palpi
ease.
The Ointment is known to be so
WM. LORD & Co.
All that the
with
a
label
which
covers
the
cork,
and
be
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
legislative debates and proceedings, the news tation of the heart; exercise would almost overcome
certain and expeditious in its operation, as
this wish she
sure that a fac simile of my signature is up
of the Day, a synopsis of congressional pro her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
too much soli
on the label, so that the cork cannot be to effect a cure in one hour’s application
ceedings, and the original matter which ap out fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy
P^IJVTS ft Oil,.
drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim only ! without any hazard of taking cold,
the fitting me
pears in the weekly paper.
It is intended life comfortably again.
HE subscriber has on hand a general as ile of my signature upon the outer en as the composition does not contain the
tained. Presu
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
that the reports of proceedings shall be full
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL velope, without which none are genuine. least particle of mercury or any other dam
Newark, .July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
ed and acte
and accurate, and the sketches of Debates as
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,
have been so unwell that 1 was unable to attend to
complete and perfect as any that have been my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin which he will sell at a small profit for the The great success of this medicine has in gerous ingredient ; it may be applied with
be doubled tli
duced a number of unprincipled persons to pei feet safety in the stale of pregnancy, and
published at Augusta.
only those it
ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain same pay, or approved credit.
imitate
it
in
various
ways.
—
Remember
his
The price of the Thrice Weekly will be in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
even to children at the breast.
life, but (host
Bitters
cannot
be
obtained
of
Pedlars
on
any
JAMES
HUBBARD.
ONE DOLLAR for the session. It will be continual pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ
ffT Price 371-2 cents a box^ff) with
flourish.
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
pretence whatever.
'
published on such days as will best accom ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling ample directions.
modate our subscribers on the different mail their beneficial effectsupon me astonish all who knew
r mwdon
Agent for the New England States. Pre
Those wh<
%*Prepared from the Original MS. Re*
routes.
mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
ESPECTFULLY gives notice to the in pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
who manufai
Any person procuring six subscribers and to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
habitants of Lyman and vicinity, that Richardson’s Laboratory. Sold Wholesale cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, byT.
earth produc
forwarding the amount of their subscriptions, mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant
he has located himself at Goodwin’s Mills,
and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
shall be entitled to a copy of the paper.
with what is
and shall be happy to attend to any calls in street, Boston, and by most Druggists the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
Dr. Wm. Evans.
price of all subscriptions must be
islence, but a
He therefore need only add that his the line of his profession.
u
Conway Medicines,” is for sale at his
throughout
the
New
England
States.
Mer'
paid in advance, or some person known to us CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
(JJ^He may be found at Benjamin Dud chants in the country can receive them Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
importers of
become responsible therefor.
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT ley’s, Esquire.
fare of the n<
safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
Augusta, November, 1839.
Lyman, November 1, 1839.
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
rich themseh
order, and the usual discount will be allow- iand Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall,
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Boston,
I
"thers, not c
FF Oftft.
for sale also by his special appoint
his
authorised
agents
in
town
and
country.
SOLE LEATHER.
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are ment by
TUST received by the subscribers, 40 bbls.
with whom t
r
f
(f/’The above invaluable medicines can
OR sale a quantity of prime New-York 50 cts. per paper.
Gennessee Flour, suitable for family
materially
d
be obtained, at the following places, from the
SAMUEL JORDAN, Kennebunk.
Leather, by the subscribers.
Sold also by D. Remich, Alex. Warren, fc
use.
WM. LORD & Co.
AGENTS.
S.
Jordan,
Kennebunk
;
Seth
Hatch,
John
H.
SAMUEL
POPE,
Kennebunk-port.
WM.
LORD
&
Co.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
CHRIS’R LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
Taste.—I
Dr. ROSS
Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
cnmitant of ?
d?
’A large discount made to those who
TTTAVING taken rooms at the house of
do. Samuel Adams; Buxton, Thomas S.
FSN^FFft
OIF.
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
J-JL Maj. Charles Day, (at Day’s Mills) in
led author h
Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water buy to sell again.
GALLONS for sale by
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
Kennebunk-port, would respectfully inform
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F.
VW
WM. LORD.
commonly d
S.
Bailey,
P.
M.
Freeport
;
the public, that he will endeavor to hold him
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
feet taste is i
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
self in readiness to attend to the calls of all
Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover, ■V* WOftTftl9 Oft JVOTICE,
cate in sentii
S.
Gardner,
Bowdoinham
;
who may desire his professional services.
ERUVIAN CEMENT ! a supeH?r arti- Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H. VVT1ITWELL’S ORIGINAL OPODEL
softens the
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 16, 1839.
Wheeler.
DOC
may
now
be
obtained
at
cle for mending Crockery, China and
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
reason
in th
November 9.
TWENTY-FIVE cents a bottle, which isas
Glass Ware, &c. &c. for sale bv
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
low a rate as the most worthless imitations,
D.
REMICH.
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
Young Wi
thousands of which are in existence. The
fTlHE subscriber would inform the public
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
the horizon’s
original
has
the
certificate
of
that
great
and
that he has in operation at Kennebunk
for Propelling learned physician, the lamented Dr. S. L. not utteredR. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
port, about | of a mile from the village, (on
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
ftOOlilJVft ^TOI^F.
Machines,
not yet embe
Mitchell, late Professor of the New York
the road leading from Kennebunk to Kenne
Thos. Hodgrnan, Warren ;
cedes the rjsi
A NY person or persons wishing to pur- College of Physicians,—as you wish for cure,
bunk-port,) a Foundry for casting Iron, Brass,
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
NE second-hand James’ No. 5 Cooking
speaks the ri
chase a Threshing Machine would do purchase no other, ft is a certain remedy
&c. Castings of any pattern required—such
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle;
Stove, for sale low, by the subscriber. well to avail themselves of this opportunity, in Sprains, Cramps, Numbness, Chappy
as stove bottoms, cultivator teeth, sled shoes,
‘ A flowe
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
WILLIAM LORD.
‘ Yet is n
as it will be sold very low.
&c.—will be executed at short notice. Persons
Hands, Chilblains, Ring-worms, Rheumatism,
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
Kennebunk, Nov. 14,1839.
wishing for articles in this line are invited to
Stiff Joints, fyc. fyc.
CHARLES W. KIMBALL.
J. Crockett, Norway;
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
call.
ISSACHAR WELLS.
N. B. Any sold for less than the above
The truly
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 29,1839.
is made for sale only, and not for use.
knowledge c
Caleb Crafts, Minot;
OUND in Hollis, last month, between
pinion—whi
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ; "O ALPH CURTIS has a good assortment <
__ uuv uuu iwova
Waterborough
line and Mack’s Bridge
HITWELL’S BITTERS, the best
CftEJHP FOR CMSft.
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
flut obtainei
ofall kinds of LEATHER, which he in Hollis,
on
the
post
road,
a
small
in Hollis. ftn tVlQ winofe »♦rtnrl o
SHIM JO
and cheapest article of the kind in.'
kook to han
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
wil sell cheap for cash.^Likewise, BOOTS Bank Bills. The v
WUC. tou
,e tthem by
existence.
Y0KE of OXEN and 1 COW,-for
owner
can UB
have
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
presumptuoi
on band, or will be made at short notice to proving property and paying charges
The above can only be had in Kennebunk
sale by
RALPH CURTIS.
' „ J on ap.
New-York.
suit customers.
plication to
WILLIAM
JOHN
Kennebunk, Nov. 14,1839.
by
g.
L.
OSBORN.
WILLIAM
JOHNSON.
April 20,1839.
jy.
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HORSEPOWER,
JVearly New,
Threshing
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Kennebunk, Nov. 14,1839.

Hollis, Nov. 2,1839.
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September 21,1839.

Obstinacy
trouble to ouj
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